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INTRODUCTION

NGNs have been promoted to network operators

as a way to decrease operational costs of existing

infrastructure. Actually there is no clear business

analysis that has proven this thesis. On the other

hand NGN can be seen by network operators and

service providers as a new revenue stream from

their potential to increase service offerings. There-

fore it is of paramount importance to understand

how proposed solutions in NGN market can enable

flexible and easy service creation both to service

providers and 3rd party application developers.

EURESCOM P1109 Project “Next Generation Net-

works: the Service offering standpoint” [1] has ad-

dressed this issue by evaluating NGNs service plat-

forms in terms of functionality, programmability,

flexibility, openness, and inter-operability. In other

words the objective has been to put to the test

some of the major benefits promised by NGN,

namely productivity, creativity and new revenues

from new business opportunities, and to see how

well current product offerings supported these ca-

pabilities, in terms of available tools for NGN ser-

vice development; evaluating how much easy and

efficient is to develop and deploy NGN services [4];

evaluate product maturity, standard compliance

and interoperability. Among these issues this paper

focuses on an analysis of different service creation

technologies, in order to show which options are

available to developers.

These technologies are evaluated with respect to

some key evaluation criteria (programmability, us-

ability, network capabilities, kind of interfaces) and

then a comparison is provided by means of a sum-

up stable, followed by some useful guidelines for

network operators that want to migrate to NGN in

a profitable way.

Technologies and
Guidelines for Service
Creation in NGN
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ASSESSMENT OF SERVICE 
CREATION TECHNOLOGIES

In this section we describe the evaluation criteria

and the comparison of some of the more interest-

ing technologies that can be used for service cre-

ation in NGN with respect to the identified criteria

(for a detailed analysis refer to [2]).

Evaluation Criteria
In this section there is a definition of evaluation cri-

teria used for classification and comparison of dif-

ferent service creation technologies, in short: sup-

ported network capabilities, mapping towards ref-

erence architecture, interface abstraction, kind of

interface (and description language), suitability for

3rd party development, easiness to use, industry

support, maturity, and future-proofness; a list of

these criteria is resumed in figure 1.

The first criterion is based on Network capabilities,

i.e. the abstraction of underlying network infra-

structure that can be used by application devel-

opers to exploit network functionalities; they can

represent both functional (e.g. call control) and

non-functional (e.g. authentication, logging…) as-

pects. Parlay/OSA consortia [5] have defined a set

of capabilities, which have been considered as a

basis for the following definitions of different net-

work capabilities: 

• NNoonn--ffuunnccttiioonnaall  aassppeeccttss: Framework Functions is

a part of the Open Service Access (OSA) API in-

terface which provides management capabili-
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ties needed for accessing service interfaces in a

secure and manageable fashion. It controls au-

thenticated access to Service Capability Servers

(SCSs) and also supports standard interfaces like

service registration, service discovery, authenti-

cation, etc. 

Network
Capabilities

Interface

Programmability

Support

Usability (Ease Of Use) EOU

Product Maturity PM

Future Proofness FP

Mapping towards
Reference Architecture

MRA

Evaluation Criteria Acronym

Framework Functions FF

Generic Call Control CC

Multi-party call control MPCC

Multi-media call control MMCC

Conferencing Call Control CCC

3rd Party Call Control TPCC

Generic User Interaction GUIN

User Location UL

User Status - Presence US

Data access session control DASC

User Interaction - Messaging UI

Terminal capabilities TC

User Profile UP

Matching CAMEL-IN CAMEL

Interface Abstraction Level IAL

Kind Of Interface KOI

Interface Definition Language IDL

for application development TPAD

for service provider TPSP

Industry Support IS

Standard Support SS

Figure 1
List of Evaluation
Criteria
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• FFuunnccttiioonnaall  aassppeeccttss: the following Service Capa-

bility server have been defined: Generic Call

Control (GCC), Multi-Party Call Control (MPCC),

Multi-media call control (MMCC), Conferencing

Call control (CCC), 3rd Party Call Control (TPCC),

Generic User Interaction (GUIN), User location

(UL), User status (US), Data access session control

(DASC), Messaging, Terminal capabilities (TC),

User profile (UP), Matching to CAMEL/IN standard. 

The second criterion defines which place a tech-

nology covers in the categorization proposed in

P1109 project as reference architecture, depicted

in figure 2.

This layered architecture defines a distinction

among technologies, depending on their charac-

teristics: application server layer includes technolo-

gies used to execute services, programmed with

tools, represented by the Application Creation Envi-

ronment layer; call server layer includes technolo-

gies handling routing and delivery of voice calls;

media server layer represents technologies involved

in multimedia communications, and messaging

server stands for entities handling messaging and

asynchronous communications. Media Gateway

layer represents networks related technologies.

Third criterion is the evaluation of interfaces offered

by technologies to developers; the interface eval-

uation defines the level of abstraction (AIL), the

kind of interface (KOI), and its type of Interface De-

finition Language (IDL). 

Regarding the abstraction level of an interface,

an abstract interface hides technical details of

the underlying technology to the developer, in or-

der to gain more portability, easiness of use, con-

cise programming; a mid level interface hides

parts of the details of the underlying technology,

but still requires some level of knowledge from de-

veloper, and also the possibility to control low lev-

el details; a low level interface provides detailed

access to the underlying technology (e.g. a net-

work protocol stack), such that the application

developer has to manage with less portable and

more lengthy code, using technology specific API

that are more difficult to learn.

The “kind of interface” should describe the commu-

nications method by which the technology in ques-

tion is exposing network capability to external sys-

tems. This should include the following categories: 

•• AApppplliiccaattiioonn  PPrrooggrraammmmiinngg  IInntteerrffaaccee::  that can be

Local, when the API is only resident on the local

execution platform or Distributed, when it is ac-

cessible from distributed nodes

in the network.

•• PPrroottooccooll  bbaasseedd  iinntteerrffaaccee::  if it

is a direct interface to a pro-

tocol stack.

•• SSccrriippttiinngg  LLaanngguuaaggee:: if the in-

formation used to program a

technology is passed using

scripting languages ‘interpret-

ed’ at runtime (e.g. XML-based

and policy languages).

The type of interface defines

the language used to define its

API; we can classify them in

Computing language based

(Java, C++), middleware based

(OMG IDL in CORBA, WSDL in

Web Services), or data defini-

tion based (e.g. XML DTD or

XML Schema).
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Figure 2
The P1109 Reference architecture
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Another criterion used in evaluation is program-

mability: that is suitability to 3rd party application

development (TPAD), which describes the qualifi-

cation of the technology in support of application

development by 3rd party developers, and the suit-

ability to 3rd party service provider (TPSP), which

should describe the qualification of the technolo-

gy in support of 3rd party service provider hosting

of applications and services.

An important criterion is also Usability or Ease-of-

use (EOU) that can be measured depending on:

•• The background needed by the developer, i.e.

how much knowledge/experience is required of

the underlying technology;

•• Time-to-service, i.e. how quickly it is to develop

and deploy applications using this technology;

•• Power: the scope of what may be accomplished

by using the technology in question.

An important issue to be evaluated is also the in-

dustry and standard support (IS/SS), which mea-

sures technology’s availability and maturity, show-

ing how well this technology is supported in the in-

dustry and provides a general statement of its lev-

el of maturity in relation to approved standards. 

Finally, the evaluation criterion of Roadmap tech-

nology (RT) should identify future publicly available

plans for the technology, while the Future-proof-

ness (FP) should describe how well a technology

relates to emerging technologies in the industry

and possible factors that promise a future for it.

OSA/Parlay
The Open Service Access (OSA)/Parlay defines an

architecture that enables the inter-working be-

tween the IT applications and the telecommuni-

cations features in the mobile network through an

open standardized interface, i.e. the OSA/Parlay

API’s. The network functionalities are described as

Service Capability Features (SCFs), and applica-

tions could be deployed in a third party adminis-

trative domain. The goal of OSA/Parlay is to identi-

fy and specify a Programming Network Interface in

order to easily create applications using the net-

work services offered by the Telco networks. The set

of SCFs could be incrementally extended, be-

cause one of the aims of OSA/Parlay is to provide

an extendible and scalable interface that allows

for inclusion of new functionality in the network in

future releases with a minimum impact on the ap-

plications using the OSA/Parlay interface. One of

the main requirements of OSA/Parlay is to hide the

complexity of the network, its protocols and spe-

cific implementation from the applications. 

OSA/Parlay APIs are specified in UML. Mapping on

CORBA/IDL is already available, while mapping on

Web Services technology is under definition (Par-

lay-X). OSA/Parlay APIs are suitable to 3rd party ap-

plication development, but developers need a cer-

tain level of telecommunication expertise. 

OSA/Parlay Framework APIs provide a secure, con-

trolled access to network capability provided by a

network operator to 3rd party service providers.

OSA/Parlay APIs expose almost all the network ca-

pabilities provided by the corresponding network

protocols and it eases the development of services

combining several service capabilities and inte-

grating IT applications.

Web Services
The main goal of Web Services architecture is the re-

alization of an interoperable network of services fo-

cused on service reuse and it is suitable both to in-

teract with 3rd party applications and to export ser-

vices by a network operator or a service provider.

The Web Services can be used to export network

services by exposing its WSDL (Web Services Defin-

ition Language) interfaces; these services commu-

nicate using SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol),

a protocol used to transport data between web

services; service discovery and service registration

are implemented accessing to the UDDI (Universal

Discovery, Description and Integration) registry;

XML is used as data format for SOAP messages

that rely on existing internet protocols like HTTP.

Web Services implementations need that the lan-

guage-dependent API must be translated in WSDL

and the application server where web-services are

deployed must translate incoming SOAP messages

to the underlying interfaces (Java, C++, CORBA...).

Web Services has been widely supported by the

most important software companies and their

goal is becoming the standard application-to-ap-

plication middleware.
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Different Web Services toolkits are available and al-

most all Application Creation Environments include

them or offers a plug-in to handle Web Services.

Toolkits can be used to translate in WSDL the exist-

ing applications’ interfaces made with different

languages. These toolkits also generates SOAP

proxies used within the application server in order

to translate SOAP messages in the underlying ap-

plication language. 

SIP Servlets
The SIP Servlet API is a Java API based on the previ-

ously existing Servlet API. SIP Servlets are also a pro-

gramming model where the Servlets (the applica-

tions) are hosted by an infrastructure known as a

Servlet container. The SIP Servlet specification has al-

so the objective of standardizing the following as-

pects of a Servlet container: the rule based mapping

between Servlets and SIP requests, the security mod-

el, the servlet deployment descriptor (as an XML

DTD), a jar-based file format (similar to the WAR file

format used by HTTP Servlets) for servlet deployment.

The SIP Servlet API allows application to initiate and

to answer SIP requests. Therefore it simply exposes

SIP capabilities (both User Agent and Proxy capa-

bilities) to the application while hiding a few pro-

tocol details handled transparently by the SIP

Servlet container. 

SIP Servlet API is suitable for third party service de-

velopment. It could be noted that third party ser-

vice development is rather simple since they are

seen as Java libraries.

JAIN SIP Lite
The JAIN SIP Lite API is a Java API and it is only

aimed at SIP User Agent type applications that

clearly define the kind of network capability ex-

posed. Its methods expose SIP User Agent capa-

bilities while hiding a few protocol details. The net-

work type addressed by the JAIN SIP Lite API is very

similar to the one addressed by SIP Servlets; the

main differences are that: JAIN SIP Lite API doesn’t

necessarily address application development with-

in an application server and it doesn’t mandate a

SIP proxy function within its supporting platform.

JAIN SIP Lite API is standard and then suitable for

third party service development.

VoiceXML (Voice Extensible Mark-up Language)
VoiceXML has been defined as a technology that

allows a user to interact with the Internet through

voice-recognition technology. Using VoiceXML, the

user interacts with voice browser by listening to au-

dio output that is either pre-recorded or computer-

synthesized and submitting audio input through

the user’s natural speaking voice or through a key-

pad, such as a telephone. VoiceXML can also be

described as a phone markup language that can

be used for voice applications that provide phone

access to content and information. VoiceXML is a

high-level abstraction language and this means

that developers with little training can use it.

VoiceXML makes it easy to rapidly create new ap-

plications and shields developers from low level

programming issues. VoiceXML also executes log-

ic: main components of a VoiceXML-based

speech service include tags, forms and rules that

define the content and a speech browser for inter-

preting and presenting audio content. VoiceXML

platforms are widely available and vendors are

collected by the consortium VoiceXML Forum.

CCXML (Call-Control extensible Mark-up 
Language)
CCXML has been designed to complement and

integrate with a VoiceXML system, because it can-

not support some needed features. For example,

support for multi-party conferencing, plus more

advanced conference and audio control, the

ability to give each active call leg its own dedi-

cated VoiceXML interpreter. VoiceXML needs a

more effective way of handling telephony re-

sources and for richer set of events, like asynchro-

nous events. For example CCXML could be inte-

grated with a more traditional IVR system and

VoiceXML could be integrated with some other

call control system.

SCML (Service Creation Mark-up language)
SCML is an XML-based scripting language useful

to define services in NGNs. SCML language is

based on JAIN/Parlay reference architecture. The

interface abstraction can be considered high lev-

el API. It is based on JCC API standardized by JAIN

and therefore it’s truly protocol independent. It
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hides network complexity and it allows handling

basic events to process a call. SCML is defined us-

ing and XML schema that allow programmer to

define data types as well to restrict, redefine, ex-

tend them in a similar way to inheritance in object

orientation. The interface could be easily

mapped onto IDL and Java. SCML is using XML

schema and this means that programmers do not

have to learn a new notation. Moreover it could

rely on security mechanisms provided by Par-

lay/OSA framework. SCML looks quite easy to use

like CPL, but it is more powerful and flexible. For

example SCML scripts execution can be triggered

by any event and not only by network related

events as it occurs in CPL. Services such as click-

to-dial or wake-up call can be easy developed in

SCML but not in CPL.

XTML (eXtensible Telephony Mark-up Language)
XTML is an XML-based scripting language, which

has been designed to provide a framework for

telephony or multimedia application develop-

ment without relying on a specific signaling pro-

tocol. It does not mean however that the applica-

tion is independent by the signaling protocol, but

merely that this technology is. In particular, an ap-

plication can be very protocol-dependent if the

support of the signaling protocol is offered at a

low level. XTML is event-based: a XTML application

is composed of a set of event handler, which re-

sponds to some given events. Events can be either

protocol-independent (a timer expires, a session is

started) or protocol-dependent (a SIP or MGCP

message have been received). An event-handler

is made of a set of actions, which are linked to-

gether to reflect the application call-flow, de-

signed with a graphical Service Creation Environ-

ment (SCE). This is a proprietary tool like the appli-

cation server used to interpret XTML files generat-

ed with the SCE. An XTML application is responsi-

ble for handling all of the SIP messages received

(which are related to the current session), and to

fully specify the SIP messages to send. However, it

is the responsibility of the SIP stack to handle main

technical details but it still needs a deep knowl-

edge of protocols specifications, in order to main-

tain standard compliance.

OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF 
EVALUATED TECHNOLOGIES

In the following table in figure 3, we summarize dif-

ferent technologies, putting in evidence their most

relevant evaluated features: network capabilities

offered, kind of interface and supported lan-

guages, programmability, and usability.

NGN SERVICE CREATION 
GUIDELINES

This section summarizes the main results of the ex-

perimentation work of the project related to the as-

sessment of the Service Creation Process in Next

Generation Networks. During the P1109 project,

product selection and evaluation has shown that

SIP is the preferred technology to address NGN

communications. The most of service creation en-

vironments (SCE) are designed on top of SIP based

application servers. There are however, still several

major issues that SIP products must support before

they may be considered mature enough for scal-

able, multi-service, managed communications

networks. Functions in support of service selection,

QoS, billing and security are four such areas of re-

quired attention. An important step forward

achieved with SIP application servers is the inte-

gration between communication and Internet

technologies. This has major implications for en-

abling the creation of many new innovative ser-

vices for NGN networks. This evaluation has shown

that as well as application servers, media servers

are also a core component of NGN architecture.

When compared to current PSTN networks, Next

Generation Networks will be enriched by much

more powerful terminals enabling the provision of

new and innovative services. This remark may

mean that massively used simple services with sim-

ple billing policies (e.g. flat rate) will demand

much less resources from the network/application

providers than PSTN services. 

Application development in a NGN context is in

many aspects very close to Internet application

development. As a matter of fact, the main devel-

opment skills required from NGN application de-

veloper are related to Java and XML. Thus NGN ap-
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plications development will be accessible to a

broader developer community, because it is more

easy, productive and creative. The easiness is due

to the fact that need for knowledge that is specific

to telecommunications is less than before and it

demands for a rapid learning curve. 

Productivity depends on the fact that most prod-

ucts don’t provide a specific SCE: this allows using

standard IDEs. This fact frees developers to

choose the tools they are used to. Some systems

provide several levels of APIs (abstract, medium

and low level): this gives to the developers the

flexibility of choosing the most appropriate level

of abstraction for a given application (low level to

control all protocol and network specific details,

high level to hide network specificity). All these

observations contribute for the developer pro-

ductivity and, in average, a shorter time is need-

ed for application development.

Creativity can increase because there is a move to

use high-level application environments that can

be used across different vendors. Having such

modules can make the work of developers easier

as they can concentrate in the programming as-

pects rather than the underlying technologies. On

the other hand, the use of IT technologies makes

the range of programmable features available to

the developer quite wide, promoting the mix of IT

functionalities (e.g.: email, instant messaging, pres-

ence, directories, web data) and telecommunica-

tions functionalities (e.g.: telephony, speech pro-

cessing, quality of service, billing).

Service creation approaches in NGN can be there-

fore summarized in three categories: based on

programmable APIs, scripting languages, or

graphical SCE. 

CONCLUSION

The experiences of the project in service devel-

opment phase has concluded that in general

Interface & Language ProgrammabilityNetwork
Capabilities

Usability

Abstraction
Level of
Interface

Kind
Of
Interface

Interface
Description
Language

Applic.
develop.

Service
prov.

Framework,
CC (also MP, MM)
UI, UL/US, DASC
Messaging, (others)
Good matching
CAMEL/IN

No (unless a
SCE is
provided)

Low level C++ &
Java

IDL,
WSDL

Yes Yes

N/A
Application to
Application
middleware

Yes (with
Toolkits)

Abstract XML
Distributed

WSDL Yes Yes

CC
IM & Presence
Not matching IN

Yes (with
good SIP
knowledge)

Low level Java N.R. Yes No

CC
IM & Presence
Not matching IN

Yes (with
good SIP
knowledge)

Low level Java N.R. Yes No

No network
capabilities (they are
PAC dependant)
Not matching IN

Yes with SCE
/ No without
SCE

PAC
dependant

XTML N.R. Yes No

GUIN YesHigh Level XML DTD Yes Yes

CC (MCC)
UI, TPCC
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Yes (if SCE
available)
otherwise no

High Level XML (Java) XML
Schema

Yes Yes

CC
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YesHigh Level XML script DTD Yes Yes
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Parlay

Web-
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SIP
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Lite

XTML

VoiceXML
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Overall assessment 
of service creation
technologies 
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most vendors are adopting industry standard

tools such as Java, XML, CPL and SIP servlets and

in many cases in combination with SIP for their

NGN products. SIP application servers have ma-

tured as initial product offerings and are certain-

ly capable of small-scale deployment scenarios

today. However product maturity, system stability

and generally all-around management capabili-

ty might still be an issue. Functions in support of

service selection, QoS, billing and security are

four such important areas of required attention

and further investigation. An important step for-

ward achieved with SIP application servers is the

integration between communication and Internet

technologies. This has major implications for en-

abling the creation of many new innovative ser-

vices for NGN networks. Network Operators/Ser-

vice providers should also consider the implica-

tion of this approach with respect to the balanc-

ing of Intelligence at the edge or in the core of

the network: Service providers should find their

best synergy between edge and core offerings

and accepting edge solutions as an opportunity

rather than a threat. The terminals emerging sup-

port this edge model and will enable the provi-

sion of many new and innovative services.

This evaluation has shown that as well as applica-

tion servers, media servers are also a core compo-

nent of NGN architecture. XML technologies, for ex-

ample VoiceXML, are also contributing to the inte-

gration of communication and Internet technolo-

gies. Concerning service creation, development of

NGN services is made accessible to a broad pub-

lic of application developers and in many ways is

very close to the Web and IT developer communi-

ty approach, thus helping to enhance the produc-

tivity of application development, reducing the

time to market of new services and on average on-

ly a couple of weeks, and even days, in some cas-

es are required to develop new applications.

Use of open API, Java and XML based scripting

languages are paving the way to broaden up the

developers community of new and advanced

telecommunication services. This will ease the ser-

vice creation process diminishing time-to-market

for the new services.
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